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Abstrat

Python is a \dynamially typed" language beause,

in general, the type of any variable is not known

de�nitively until run-time. This feature is known to

be a major limiting fator in optimization of Python

ode, and is typially addressed by alls for optional

stati typing to be added to Python. In this paper I

desribe an appliation for type inferene unrelated

to optimization, and present a new method for di-

vining type information | aggressive type inferene

| whih determines the types of variables in the ab-

sene of expliit ues. An empirial study of Python

programs suggests that this might be a reasonable

approah.

1 Introdution

In talking with people at last year's Python Confer-

ene (IPC7), I mentioned the possibility of writing a

Python ompiler. . . in Python. Not ontent to stop

there, I suggested that the idea ould be taken fur-

ther, to translate Python ode into Perl [29℄.

The idea of a Python-to-Perl translator has some

merit. In fat, many of the arguments in favor of

JPython [11℄ apply, partiularly the ability to lever-

age Perl development. (And supply an alternative

for Python programmers who are fored to work ex-

lusively with Perl!)

Internally, both Python and Perl ompile pro-

grams into ode for a language-spei� virtual ma-

hine (VM). This gives four avenues by whih

Python ode may be translated into Perl, shown as

dashed arrows in Figure 1. Some avenues are more

promising than others, though. Both languages'

VMs are fully spei�ed in terms of onrete oper-

ational semantis [27℄, a polite way of saying that

their details are buried in soure ode and subjet

to hange. A translation involving either VM would

result in unreadable and unmaintainable ode.

Python
Code

Python
VM Code

Perl
Code

Perl
VM Code

Figure 1: Python to Perl translation.

a = 123

b = [a, 456℄

 = {'yyj': a}

print a,

$a = 123;

�b = ($a, 456);

% = ('yyj' => $a);

print $a;

Figure 2: Translation example.

In ontrast, a soure-to-soure translator would be

ideal. Figure 2 shows a possible Perl translation for

a snippet of Python ode.

What does this have to do with type inferene?

The translated Perl ode must have the $�%&* type

spei�ers on all Perl variables. This tells Perl, for in-

stane, that a variable is salar (string, number), an

array, or a hash. Determining this type information

is the task of type inferene.

2 Type Inferene

The proess of inferring variables' types by looking

at how they are used is alled type inferene.

Type inferene has a long tradition in funtional



def foo(x):

print x # S1

if x:

x = 123 # S2

else:

x = 'ab' # S3

print x # S4

Figure 3: Dynami typing in ation.

languages. Hindley[9℄ and Milner [19℄ independently

disovered a method for inferring types at ompile-

time. Its most widely-known inarnation is in the

language ML [18℄.

Type inferene in funtional languages is, in turn,

based on work in the early 1960s on automati the-

orem provers. In partiular, Robinson [21℄ gave an

algorithm for unifying logial expressions whih was

used later by Hindley and Milner for inferring types.

Algol-family languages [25℄, by omparison, have

relied primarily on expliit type information sup-

plied by the programmer, although there have been

some attempts to the ontrary [10℄.

These type inferene systems are onservative in

the sense that, given a variable X , they will always

ompute a superset of X 's type [1℄.

3 Aggressive Type Inferene

Python is a dynamially-typed language, meaning

that the exat types of variables are not known un-

til the program is run. In Figure 3, x is learly an

integer if S2 is exeuted, or a string if S3 is exe-

uted. And at S4? The exat type of x at S4 is in-

determinate at ompile-time, unless we know whih

part of the if-statement will be taken at run-time.

In this ase, that requires knowledge of x's value,

whih annot generally be known at ompile-time.

Even more problemati is the type of x at S1. If

the program were to be analyzed in its entirety |

whole-program analysis | we ould attempt to lo-

ate all alls to foo and see what the possible types

of x may be. This is a nontrivial task in itself.

Code like foo(17) is easy to loate; disovering that

apply(funtions[y+random()℄, (17,)) alls foo

is undeidable.

The �nal ompliation is that Python, like many

other sripting and funtional languages, allows new

ode to be generated and exeuted at run-time. In

the ase of Python, this an be done diretly with

the exe statement, or more surreptitiously by re-

ating a .py �le on-the-y and importing it. Type

information arising in this way is unobtainable at

ompile-time.

These problems are not unique to Python, and are

known to implementors of other dynamially-typed

programming languages. Work on Tl ompilers, for

example, has universally noted the diÆulty of type

inferene [14, 22, 23℄. (The bene�ts are equally well

known. Type information has been haraterized

as being ritial to the eÆient implementation of

Smalltalk [13℄, SELF [5℄, and APL [17℄.)

How an types of Python variables be determined

at ompile-time? All proposed solutions to date in-

volve (optional) stati typing, whih requires the

programmer to expliitly insert type information.

Variations on this theme inlude [16, 20℄ and innu-

merable disussions on omp.lang.python and the

Python Types-SIG.

I have taken a di�erent approah with the idea of

aggressive type inferene (ATI). The key idea under-

lying ATI is this:

Giving people a dynamially-typed language

does not mean that they write dynamially-

typed programs.

In other words, just beause Python permits pro-

grammers to write ode like that in Figure 3 doesn't

mean that ode like it is written frequently. A simi-

lar onjeture
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about usage of Tl variables is made

in [14℄; empirial evidene for this \type onsis-

teny" is presented in [28℄, where they found about

80% of operators in a large sample of Ion programs

maintained the same type.

ATI works aording to two rules:

1. Flow-insensitivity. This is a onept from data

ow analysis. To quote Cooper and Kennedy [6,

page 247℄,

`Flow insensitive information de-

sribes data ow events whih our

on at least one path through a proe-

dure. . . By ontrast, ow sensitive in-

formation desribes data ow events

whih our on every path through a

proedure.'

E�etively this means that ontrol ow is ig-

nored. Applying this rule to Figure 3, ATI

would deide that x has the type string [

number at S2, S3, and S4.

1

Unfortunately, unon�rmed as of this writing [15℄.



lass :

def set(self, o):

self.o = o

def get(self):

return self.o

Figure 4: Inferene in isolation indeterminate.

2. Type onsisteny within a sope. This seond

rule addresses the problem of determining x's

type at S1. If a variable has a type T during

its lifetime, then it has type T at every point

within the sope in whih it is bound to a value.

In Figure 3, ATI infers x's type at S1 to be

string [ number, beause x has that type later

in the funtion. Furthermore, ATI has reahed

this onlusion without having to look beyond

the ode for foo.

An analogy an be drawn between this seond

rule and the sope rules in Pasal [12℄, where an

identi�er's sope is the entire blok in whih it

is delared, not just from the delaration point

onwards.

ATI has apparently resulted in some rather useless

type information: no single distint type for x has

been arrived at! Now, suppose that a restrition is

plaed on Python programs. For a program to be

used with ATI, it must be written in suh a way

that ATI an infer an exat type for all variables.

Otherwise, a ompile-time error will result. Figure 3

is an invalid program aording to this restrition.

Of ourse, all Python programs do not adhere to

this restrition, nor should they. This restrition is

ertainly aeptable for my Python-to-Perl applia-

tion, though. It is in keeping with proposed \high

speed" implementations of a Python subset, suh as

Swallow [7℄ and Viper [24℄. And it is a similar restri-

tion to that whih optional stati typing requires.

The above two ATI rules alone are insuÆient to

infer types for some programs. In Figure 4, looking

at .set() or .get() in isolation does not allow

any type inferenes to be made. ATI an be used in

onjuntion with other soures of type information,

as I desribe in the next setion.

4 ATI Implementation

I have developed a proof-of-onept implementation

of ATI. Approximately 1200 lines of Python ode, it

operates in two phases (Figure 5):

Summarizing 
(Phase 1)

Type 
Inference 
(Phase 2)

input.py

builtins.i

Imported .i 
Files

Summary 
Information

Figure 5: ATI Phases.

1. The input Python program is sanned and

parsed. (No semanti heks are performed;

the input is assumed to be orret.) All in-

formation relevant to ATI is distilled into sum-

mary information and saved into a �le with a

.i suÆx. For example, if the ode in Figure 4

resided in blarg.py, then its summary informa-

tion would be written to blarg.i, whose on-

tents are shown in Figure 6.

All information about ontrol ow, suh as

branhes and loops, is disarded. Information

that is kept inludes:

(a) The sope of lasses, methods, and fun-

tions (sope).

(b) Variable assignments (assign).

() Operations on variables (op).

(d) Method/funtion return types (return).

(e) The types of names (type).

(f) Equivalenes between names (equ). In

Figure 6, for example, it is noted that

the zero

th

parameter to set is an alias for

set's loal variable self.

(g) Import statements (import| not shown).



type  is lass

sope  begin

equ set.#1 = set.o

equ set.#0 = set.self

type set is fun

sope set begin

assign #t4 = o

equ self = #t3

op #t4 is #t3 . o

sope set end

equ get.#0 = get.self

type get is fun

sope get begin

return #t2

equ self = #t1

op #t2 is #t1 . o

sope get end

sope  end

Figure 6: Summary information (reformatted for

legibility).

(h) Global delarations (global | not

shown).

2. The summary information is repeatedly exam-

ined in order to propagate type information.

For example, given the summary information

assign x = y

assign y = #t1

type #t1 is string

ATI would disover on the �rst pass that there

are three names: x, y, and #t1 (a temporary

name generated by phase 1). It would also note

that #t1 has the type string. On the seond

pass, ATI would �nd that y has the type string

too. Finally, ATI would onlude on the third

pass that x is a string. (This proess an be

made muh more eÆient!)

The names of imported modules appear in a

�le's summary information. When this is en-

ountered in phase 2, an attempt is made to

read a .i �le for the imported module. It is not

an error if suh a �le is missing: in this way, ATI

an be given either partial or whole-program in-

formation, as appropriate.

As a general rule, ATI will be more e�etive the

more information it is given. Taking the ode

from Figure 4 as input, my ATI implementa-

tion only deides that  is a lass, self is an

lass :

def set(self, o):

self.o = o

def get(self):

return self.o

x = ()

x.set(123)

y = x.get()

Figure 7: More information, better inferene.

def abs(N):

N = 123

return 123

def dir(objet=None):

return ['ab'℄

def range(a1, a2=123, a3=123):

return [123℄

Figure 8: Some built-in funtion de�nitions.

instane, and set/get are methods. But given

the few extra lines of input highlighted in Fig-

ure 7, the orret types of all names in the input

are inferred:

 lass

.set method

.get method

.set.self instane

.get.self instane

.set.self.o number

.get.self.o number

x instane

y number

Type information for Python's built-in fun-

tions is automatially imported from the �le

builtins.i. An exerpt from its soure �le is

shown in Figure 8; these funtions are de�ned

skeletally beause only type information is re-

quired.

Both phases use the little language framework de-

sribed in [2℄. I am urrently reworking the ATI im-

plementation to overome some design limitations

in Phase 2. In partiular, inferene involving lists

is inomplete, making full analysis of real programs

troublesome.



5 On Being Wrong

ATI may arrive at a solution whih appears to dis-

over types for all variables, yet is inomplete in the

sense that all possible types for variables have not

been found. Furthermore, it is not generally possi-

ble to detet this situation. Consider the following

ases:

1. Only partial information is given to ATI. In this

ase, ATI an obviously miss vital information.

2. Code is generated at run-time. Sine ATI is

done at ompile-time, it annot be privy to run-

time information. This may be mitigated to

some extent by warning about uses of the exe

statement, and imported modules for whih no

information is available at ompile-time.

3. The all graph is obsured. By this I mean ode

where the ow of ontrol is unlear. For ex-

ample, funtion alls made through an array of

funtion pointers, or a lass whih dynamially

hanges its superlass.

In these situations, the \aggressive" nature of ATI

omes into play. I assume that even though ases

suh as the above are possible, that they our in-

frequently and thus may be ignored.

6 Appliability

It is a rather bold laim to say that Python pro-

grams, overall, are not espeially dynami. I have

done some stati and dynami analysis of programs

whih suggest that there is some truth to this laim.

(Only the results are presented here; the details of

the analyses are deferred to the Appendix.)

Seven bodies of Python ode were hosen for this

survey, a total of 51,300 lines of ode (LOC):

1. Idle 0.4, a graphial user interfae for Python

development bundled with the Python 1.5.2 dis-

tribution.

2. Gady 1.0, a relational database system [30℄.

3. Grail 0.6, an Internet browser [4℄.

4. HTMLgen 2.2, a generator of HTML dou-

ments [8℄.

5. J--, a ompiler for a subset of Java.

6. Lib, the Python 1.5.2 library (sans subdireto-

ries).

7. Pystone 1.1, a Dhrystone benhmark inluded

in the Python 1.5.2 distribution.

The ode was statially analyzed for indiations of

ode being dynamially generated and exeuted: the

exe statement, and uses of eval(), exefile(),

and import (). (These are ases where ATI will

fail.) The results are shown in Table 1, broken down

by individual onstruts in addition to being taken

as a total perentage of lines of ode.
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Not surprisingly, the stati ourrene of these

four onstruts is highest in Python's library ode,

where esoteri ode would be expeted. But even in

the library, the frequeny of these onstruts is in-

signi�ant when ompared to the number of lines of

ode. However, as the Python library ode is learly

atypial, and it is not obvious how to fairly test suh

disparate omponents, I exluded it from further di-

ret analysis.

For dynami analysis, eah pakage was run us-

ing an instrumented Python interpreter. This inter-

preter ounted the dynami ourrene of the same

four onstruts and the number of Python VM in-

strutions exeuted. These results are shown in Ta-

ble 2. Again, the results suggest that dynami ode

generation failities in Python are not heavily used.

Having few impediments to ompile-time analysis

of Python ode is important; for ATI, having vari-

ables that don't hange from one type to another

is even more important. Using the instrumented in-

terpreter again, I traked VM instrutions that store

values to loal and global variables, lassifying eah

instrution's e�et on a variable's type into one of

three ategories:

1. T

NULL

! T

X

. No hange of type, beause the

variable has no prior value (this happens when

a variable hasn't been assigned to previously, or

has been deleted with del).

2. T

X

! T

X

. No hange of type resulted.

3. T

X

! T

Y

. A hange of type resulted.

Table 3 shows the results of this experiment. Ob-

viously, the vast majority of VM store instrutions

do not result in a type hange. This raises several

questions.

Are T

X

! T

Y

loalized? In other words, are type

hanges made throughout the program, or are they

on�ned to small portions of ode? Table 4 shows

that there are only a few ulprits. (Roughly speak-

ing, frame objets orrespond to funtion/method

2

The eval() number for Gady was determined by manual

inspetion, for reasons disussed in the Appendix.



exe eval exefile import LOC % of LOC

Idle 1 0 1 1 4449 0.07

Gady 0 2 0 1 10200 0.03

Grail 4 2 0 0 6419 0.09

HTMLgen 0 4 1 2 4794 0.2

J-- 0 0 0 0 1498 0.0

Lib 11 23 2 12 23754 0.2

Pystone 0 0 0 0 186 0.0

Table 1: Stati ourrene of dynami onstruts.

exe eval exefile import Instrutions % of Instrutions

Idle 1 0 0 12 346617 0.004

Gady 0 47 0 0 7957055 0.0005

Grail 214 6 0 0 4676698 0.005

HTMLgen 0 831 10 0 422496 0.2

J-- 0 0 0 0 8096543 0.0

Pystone 0 0 0 0 6702077 0.0

Table 2: Dynami ourrene of dynami onstruts.

T

X

! T

Y

(as

T

NULL

! T

X

T

X

! T

X

T

X

! T

Y

Stores % of Stores)

Idle 12462 8827 1633 22922 7.1

Gady 482644 185353 7444 675441 1.1

Grail 107154 99651 8410 215215 3.9

HTMLgen 10755 11351 835 22941 3.6

J-- 67475 1238553 1820 1307848 0.1

Pystone 220247 290005 7 510259 0.001

Table 3: Dynami type onsisteny from VM store instrutions.

Frame Objets Code Objets

Total T

X

! T

Y

% Total T

X

! T

Y

%

Idle 6705 1285 19.2 369 28 7.6

Gady 164196 3261 2.0 792 61 7.7

Grail 78413 7472 9.5 1252 124 9.9

HTMLgen 11594 795 6.9 579 24 4.1

J-- 50174 1814 3.6 284 11 3.9

Pystone 170106 6 0.004 61 6 9.8

Table 4: Loalization of type hanges.



Total Loal Loals with % with

Variables > 1 Type > 1 Type

Idle 1801 20 1.1

Gady 3143 150 4.8

Grail 4668 91 1.9

HTMLgen 1581 15 0.9

J-- 801 2 0.2

Pystone 264 0 0.0

Table 5: Dynami type onsisteny of loal vari-

ables.

invoations, and ode objets orrespond to fun-

tions/methods in the program text.)

What does this mean in terms of real variables?

The data in Table 3 does not tell the whole story in

terms of variables in the program text. For example,

the ode

x = 123

del x

x = 'ab'

would appear as two T

NULL

! T

X

stores, rather

than a T

X

! T

Y

. Another extreme ase would be

where every variable's type is hanged one, then

remains onstant thereafter. Sine ATI is dependent

on the type onsisteny of variables in the program

text, I used the same dynami data to reonstrut

the loal variables in eah ode objet. As the results

in Table 5 show, the numbers in Table 3 are not

misleading.

Are ertain type hanges predominant? The short

answer: no. This seemed to depend heavily on the

partiular appliation; in J--, for example, over 99%

of the type hanges were made from None to some

other type. This predominane was not true in gen-

eral, however.

7 A Tale of Two Type Systems

The original motivation for ATI was Python-to-Perl

onversion, determining the appropriate Perl type

spei�ers for onverted Python variables. How an

ATI be applied?

In an apparent ontradition, Figure 3 would on-

vert easily into Perl | the resulting program is

shown in Figure 9. This, despite the assertion in

Setion 3 that ATI must infer an exat type for vari-

ables! The ath is that Python-to-Perl onversion

involves two type systems. To be more preise, ATI

must infer a type for eah Python variable whih has

sub foo {

my ($x) = �_;

print "$x\n"; # S1

if ($x) {

$x = 123; # S2

} else {

$x = 'ab'; # S3

}

print "$x\n"; # S4

}

Figure 9: Dynami typing: the resulting Perl.

a mapping to a unique member of the type system

of interest.

For example, Figure 10 shows a mapping between

ATI-inferred types and Perl types. Figure 3's ode

is aeptable by this mapping beause both Python

strings and numbers map into Perl salar variables.

(This partiular mapping was used for a manual

translation of some Python ode into Perl.)

Another example with two type systems would

be a Python optimizer whih would inline string

operations, and would therefore want to loate all

variables with a string type. Here, the inferred

types would have to map into the types fstring, not-

stringg.

8 Future Work

There are many appliations whih an bene�t from

type information. Progress on a Python-to-Perl

translator is now possible using the ATI informa-

tion; type hekers and optimizers also rely on type

information. A tool to onvert legay Python ode

to an optional stati typing sheme might be inter-

esting too.

ATI may bene�t by embraing and extending type

inferene researh done for other dynamially-typed

languages. This inludes taking ontrol ow into

aount [26℄, and adding run-time heks to onvert

programs into a form that an be type-heked at

ompile-time [3℄.

Dynami ATI would be a logial variation of this

work. A modi�ed Python interpreter ould reord

type information as a program runs, over multiple

runs, later inferring types of variables based on the

run-time information.

I would also like to extend the empirial type anal-

ysis in Setion 6, using a wider sampling of Python

programs. This would further gauge the amount of

type onsisteny present in Python programs, and



ATI−Inferred 
Type

Perl
 Type

string
number

none

list
tuple

dictionary

function
method

module
class

instance

scalar

scalar 
(undef)

array

hash

subroutine

package

scalar 
(blessed 
reference)

Figure 10: Mapping to Perl types.

would give a good indiation of the general applia-

bility of ATI.

9 Conlusion

Type inferene is a diÆult task for dynamially-

typed languages suh as Python. The type infor-

mation gathered, however, is essential for some ap-

pliations, suh as the Python-to-Perl translator I

proposed.

By making aggressive assumptions about how pro-

grammers use variables in their programs | namely,

that variables maintain a onsistent type throughout

| it is possible to make type inferenes that would

not be possible with a more onservative approah.

With aggressive type inferene, I have demon-

strated how type inferene may be done in Python

without requiring the programmer to supply expliit

type information.
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Appendix

In this setion, I present the methods used for stati

and dynami analysis, so that the results are repeat-

able and may be extended or reinterpreted.

Stati analysis of Python ode was performed by

a program whih lexially analyzed all .py �les in

a pakage using the tokenize module. Comments

and blank lines were ignored, so the \lines of ode"

alulated for eah pakage is aurate.

All NAME tokens reported by tokenize were ex-

amined for the names exe, eval, exefile, and

import . Coneivably, use of the latter three

ould be loaked by assigning them another name,

but this would be questionable programming pra-

tie and was deemed unlikely. Another possible

problem would be ode whih re-used the name of a

built-in funtion for a di�erent purpose; this would



Idle Loading testode.py

Gady Running gftest.py

Grail Loading http://www.python.org/

HTMLgen Running HTMLtest.test()

J-- Generating MIPS assembly for a

reursive-desent alulator

Pystone Full exeution

Table 6: Tasks for dynami analysis.

arti�ially inate the stati ourrene ounts. In

fat, this is exatly what happened with Gady,

whih re-used the name eval, neessitating manual

analysis.

Other program onstruts ould prove detrimen-

tal to ompile-time analysis too, suh as apply(),

setattr(), and manipulations of dit . A more

sophistiated stati analysis is required to determine

if an ourrene of one of these other onstruts

would be problemati.

For dynami analysis, a task was hosen for eah

pakage whih was intended to exerise a reasonable

subset of the pakage's ode. This proved diÆult to

gauge for graphial appliations like Idle and Grail;

a future study should employ ode overage tools.

The hosen tasks are shown in Table 6.

The Python interpreter was modi�ed to log a

number of events, inluding:

1. Frame objet alloation and dealloation, and

their orresponding ode objets.

2. Calls to the built-in funtions eval(),

exefile(), and import ().

3. Exeution of the IMPORT NAME instrution.

Sine this instrution alls import (), the

data reported for import in Table 2 was ad-

justed by the number of times IMPORT NAME was

exeuted. This way, only the expliit alls to

import () are signi�ant.

4. Exeution of the EXEC STMT instrution.

5. Exeution of the STORE NAME, STORE FAST, and

STORE GLOBAL instrutions, the target variable,

and the type of that variable before and after

the instrution.

6. Instrution exeution, for instrution ounting.

The generated log �les were later proessed to pro-

due the dynami data reported in Setion 6.
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